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Introduction

For several years many universities and colleges have been in the

prodess of reappraising their roles in the training of elementary teachers-
.

faced with overwhelming demands brought about by the broad and rapid

. changes that have occurred in society itself. Many faculties involved

themselves in a complete new look at some of these, urgent problems rather

tr than settling for a temporlry adjustment. In designing and developing a

new tga:Cher preparation model, educators gave considerable attention to

the implications that societal changes have had on the preservice science

education of elementary teachers.

The changing culture demanded a new approach to curriculum problems'

in the schools. Within the past decade the federal government, through

the National Science Foundation, sought to bring about rapid advances in

1

the sciences and.in science education by generously granting funds for new

curriculum projects. This curriculum reform brought about an updating and

reorganization of.content, as well as new approaches to :teaching methods.

Among other problems associated wit teaching, the knowledge-explo-
-

pion in science was one with which the future teacher had to be prepired
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to cope.. The F."was more material in.each science field than one person

r r

coOd bq'expected to learn in a lifetime. Hurd and Gallagher posed three

;nteresting questions pprtaining to the vast amount of informatiorievail-

able at the elementary school level:

How can an elementary school curriculum be designed
that is up-to-date, when the amount of scientific

owledge doubles in the time it takes a child to
progress from kindergarten to high school? What
kind of instruction is needed for today's children,
who before middle age will have access to eight
times as much knowledge as there is currently?
Is it possible to invent a science curriculum for
use in the elementary school that will enable one
to live comfortably and meaningfully with science
and to appreciate its changing system of concepts,
.theories and methods?'

1Hurd, Paul DeHart.,, and James Joseph Gallagher. New Directions in Elemen-
tary Science Teaching. Belmont, California: Wadsworth Publishing

Company, Inc., l968, p.'2.

In his article on "Sdhooling and Education" written for The Great

Ideas Today by Encyclopedia Britannica, John I. Goodlad discussed another

one of the current problems in the educational process as it affected the

prospective 0.ementary school teacher:

The separate-subject approach creates few ifilmed5ately
apparent problems for the secondary school. Tra-

ditionally, high-school teachers have'been prepared
in a major field and supporting disciplines. TeaChing
that field in the high school permits a smooth transi-
tion from their own studies. Fusing two or more sub-

jects, on the other hand, adds a curriculum-planning
burden to teaching demands and often halls for colla-
borative effort with colleagues . . . .

The separate-subject approach, however,, creates some
immediately apparent problems for the elementary school.
First, elementary-school teachers in most states are
prepared as generalists rather than as specialists in
subject fields. Second, there is a limit to the number

3
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of disciplines that can be taught within the time
available, and sbthe difficult choices must. therefore be
.made. There simply is no room in the curriculum
for. thirty or more separate subjects. Third, if
the basic structures and concepts of the academic
disciplines form the curriculum design.of seem-
dary education, what is to be the approach for
elementary education? Is there something of-a
more basic nature than what has been conceived for
the high school??

2GobdLad, John I. "Schooling and Education," The Great Ideas Today from
Encyclopedia Britannica. New York: '1.'raeger-Publishing

. 1969, pp. 108-109.

Haney pointed out the fact that the majority of elementary school

teachers were still expected to_teach all facets of. the total school pro-

gram in self-contained classrooms. Few teachers were adequately prepared
_)

for these manifold tasks, in their undergraduate college programs and there-

fore the problem was magnified. Haney stated:
/ ,

The:elementary school teacher who attempts to teach
science is in the most precarious position of all.
The' attempts made by several of the projects to write
materials that could be well taught regardless of the
quailifications of the teacher have been only partly
suFessful. The elementary science programs are coming
toi# Include some highly sopbisticated concepts such as
systems, interaction and t'he making of operational
,d-0initions. One can only wonder what these can mean
'to the teacher with'anything less than a natural science
major in his college background. It is doubtful that

::the most elaborate teacher's guide could substitute for
teacher who is'well grounded in the subject matter of

Sciencd and in/recent developments in child psychology.3

3Haney, nchard E. The ChanginLCurriculum: Science. Washington, D.C.:
AsSociation for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1966, p.'33.
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' Even though these larger issues were beyond the scope of this particu-

lar study, it was appropriate to point out some of the problems that were a

part of teacher education programs so that the results found in this investi-

gation would assume the proper perspective and perhaps be used for further

study ii a model for teacher preparation in elementary-science...methods-

.
Statement of the Problei

This study investigated the effects of presenting the process of

measuring to preservice elementary school science teachers by the abstract

and applied modes of instruction. The primary concern of the study mas to

compare the gains made by students receiving the abstract mode of instruc-

tion with those receiving the applied mode. A secondary purpose of the

investigation was to compare student gains according to area of interest.

Research Design

Mindful of the fact that.one of the problems besetting teacher educa-

tion today .is the present trend to reappraise science education, courses,

the writer selected as the focal point of this study one of the Processes

considered basic to the new approach in the teaching of elementary, science.

It seemed appropriate that, if teachers are expected to emphasize these

proce-qses in their teaching, the study of processes and their rqlationship

to the basic concepts of science should be an integral part of their college

training. By strengthening the quality of science methods courses, these

future teachers would be enabled to understand both process and content of

science and could be better equipped to organize and explain the meaning of

scientific information. 0
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One of the basic processes, that ,of measuring:had particular appeal

to the-writer as s. process that is applicable to a study of this nature.

11 .1

Since a process is a means by which scientists gaiher information about_ -

the unknown, so it was thought that the process of measuring would be of

considerable interest to those planning to teach scientific processes

to children.

Another reason for the choice of the process of measuring was the

interest that is being manifested at the present time by the National

Science Teachers Association to encourage all school science programs to

convert to the metric system. This c ve ion to-the metric system in

the United States appdars to be.nece ary asi 11 as inevitable, because

the system is now in use by most of the other ,countries of the world.

The change would not pose a very greatTroblem in the secondary schools

I

because the majority of the secondary science teachers have had some

specialized training-in their fields and have used the metric system. The

'training requirements, however, would be greater in the elementary schools

since most elementary teachers have not had a great amount of science

training.

The idea for the two modes of presentation of the measuring process

to the participants in this study came from one of the issues that Ipsen

listedin his, report, Issues in Elementary Science Education, which was

published by the;National Science Teachers Association:

3. Abstract vs applied Should the methods of
science be demonstrated only in their application
to scientific, investigation, or will abStract
demonstrations serve as well?4

6
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4IpSen, D.C. Issues in Elementary School Science. Wahington, D.C.:
National Science Teacher's Association, 1970, p. 16.

This research study was designed to compare the results of the two

modes of instruction, abstract and applied, in teaching the proces
1.

measuring to preservice teachers at Murray State University. This investi-

gation was also designed to study the effects that classification of students

and their interests could have on learning outcomes as they are related to

the two modes of instruction.

The data for this study were secured from four elementary science

#ducation methods. classes during one semester at Murray State University.
.

There were twenty-five students in each of two classes and twenty-six

students in. each of the other two classes with a total of one hundred two

students involved in the study. These four classes were assigned as a

0

class to the experimental-treatments by the use of a table of random numbers

as prescribed by GuilfOrd.5

5Guilford, J.P. Fundamental Statistics in Psychology and Education. New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1965, p. 139.

The average age of the Abstract Group wasjound to be 23 years;

6 months, and that of the Applied Group'was 21 years, 4 months, with an

al3erage age of 22 years, 5 months, for the total group. Table 'I shows

that the students participating in the study had a total number of 1385

semester hours in science and mathematics courses combined. Of that

total, 491 semester hours were in mathematics and 894 semester hours were

7



in science. BiolOgy-Was decidedly the choice of both groups and those

hours were almost equally divided between the two groups. Physical Science

was the second choice of both groups in science with the Applied Group

having 166 semester hours as opposed to 114 hottins for the Abstract Group.

In mathematics,_ the Abstract.Group had a_total of 257 semester hours and

the Applied Group had 234.

In seeking instructional materials for this particular study, the

writer found that most modern science curricula shared certain purposes

and characteristics. These curricula were designed to present instruction
I

that would be intellectually stimulating and scientifically authentic.

Science--A%Process Approach, however, had characteristics which made it

somewhat different.from other curricula. One of the distinctive features

was that the learning experiences were ordered in sequences of instruction

to increase competence in the processes of science, one,of which is the,

focus of this study. Another feature was. that objectives were written in

behavioral terms and could be observed as outcomes of learning. Still

another characteristic was that methods for evaluating achievement and

progress were an integral part of the instructional program. A close

relationship between science and mathematics was demonstrated in Science--

A Process pproach. This approach also pointed out the cooperative

planning of science and mathematics programs and demonstrated that this

cooperative planning was both feasible and desirable. In addition, conl

siderable e4hasis w given to the program of teacher education, since the

people who developed.the program envisioned the urgent need for new pre-

service programs in science education for elementary school teachers.

The testing portiOn of this study represents all of the competencies

-
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included in the Process of Measuring of the aniire Science--A Process

Approach program. These competencies, or observable performances, are a

part of the Process Measures for Teachers and.the Individual Competency

Measures of the eighteen lessons in the learning hierarchy for the Process

of Measuring.

Test A and Test B, which were constructed for this study, were designed

as performance tests for the subjects involved in the investigation to

measure the proficiency in the tasks specifically coyered in the learning
15.

program. The performance of each task was considered either totally

correct or totally incorrect, depending on whether the student did or did not

exhibit the appropriate behavior. The tests covered exactly what the program

as a whole designated as the Process of Measuring, no more and no less.

In the testing of the competency tasks, parallel questions were used

with different measures involved. Test A
r
was constructed from the c'ompe-

tencmleasures of the odd numbered lesson sections and the even numbered

sections-from the parallel set. Test B was constructed from the cpmpptency

measures of the even numbered lesson sections and the odd numbered Sections

from the parallel set.' This procedure followed the one described by

Anastasi6 in her discussion of Split-half Reliability. For further

'Iinastas ne. Psychological Testing. New York: The Macmillan Company;

pp. 108-109.

jreliability, Test was idministered as a Pre-Test and,Test B as a Post-Teit

for one class in e ch instzuctiopal group and the reverse was true for the

other class in,each mode of instruction.

Two modes abstract and applied, were employed for this

9
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investigation. Essentially artificiel material and abstract ideas

characterized the,abstract mode of instruction. In the applied mode, the

students used actual measuring instruments and an endeavor was made to

create real-life situatiQns insofar as possible. Otherwise, the.lessonsi

followed the same instructional pattern. as it was given in the original

materials.

One of the most important dimensions of this study was assumed to be
,/

the teaching procedure in that both modes of instruction were fairly pre-

sentedsto all participants by one instructor. The writer made every

endeavor to give fair treatment to all subjects of this investigation and

r

to permit no factors to operate in a manner that would tend to give

significant advantage to either method'of instruction.

The analytical procedure of this investigation followed the description

given by Kirk? for-a Completely Randomized Factorial Design (CRF-pqr),

7Kirk, Roger E. Experimental Design: Procedures for the Behavioral Sciences.
Belmont, California: Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc., 1968,

1 pp. 217-224. .

which gave a simultaneous evaluation of three main effects: (1) Method,

(2) Classification, and (3) Interest. In this study, the three main effects

have pqr=12 treatment combinations. A total of 102 subjects was.randomly

assigned to the twelve treatment combinations. Four interactions were

evaluated from the three-treatment design.

All 102 subjects enrolled in science education methods classes at

Murray State University during the semester le included in this st

thereby meeting the assumptions pertaining to normality of distribution and

10
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randomness. hartley's F-Maximum,Test was used to satisfy the assumption

of homogeneity of variance, and conditions were met for treatments in a

completely randomized factorial design. Difference scores were obtained

by subtracting the scores on the Pre-Test from the scores on the'Postjtest,

all of which were higher than those on the Pre-Test. The .05 level of

significance was deemed acceptable for this study.
9

Presentation and Interpretation of the Data

Table II, The Analysis of Variance Source Table for Difference Scores,

gives'a summary of he analysis of Method, Classification, and Interest;

the two-way interactions of Method and Classification, Method and Interest,

and Classification and Interest; and the three-way interaction of Method,

Classification and Interest. There was a significant difference at the .01

level between the Applied Group and the Abstract Group,-but no significant

difference was found between the Juniors and Seniors at the .05 level.

'A significant difference was found in the Interest Group. This variance

was significant at the .01 level. In examining the two-way interactions,

of.

a significant difference at the .01 level was found for Method and Classifi-

cation and for Method and Interest; but the variance for Classification and

Interest was not significant at the..05 level. The analysis of variance

indicated no significant difference at the .05 level for the three-way

interaction of Method, Classification, and Interest. In Table II, the total

sum of squares is not shown because, with unequal n's in each cell of the

Completely Randomized Factorial Design, the SS does not equal SS Total*

Since no cdmputational check of the SS for unequal n's was thereby available

an equal n Analysis of Variance was done to make sure that the numbers of the

O
11
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unequal n's were within a reasonable span of the same numbers with the

equal n's. In doing the equal n computation, scores were inserted at or

Al
right around the mean sothat the variance of the grbup would not be

changed. Sums of squares were then checked and found to have a close

approximation each to the other.

After a significant F was found from the analysis, it was then ap-

_prOpriate to test the interactions. Table III is the Summary Table of

Simple Main Effects for Interaction of Method and Classification. In

y
Table III, Method with Juniors, Method with Seniors, and Classification

.

with Abstract Method proved to be,significant at.the Classifi-

cation with Applied Method was significant at the .05-level.

+4
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Figure 1 is a graphic representation of Means for Applied and Abstract .

Methods of Jun;Ors and Seniors. The Applied Method was.better than the

Abstract Method for both Juniors and Seniors. Juniors did better than

Seniors with the Applied Method, but Seniors did better than Juniors with

the Abstract Method. With each method, however, the Juniors and Seniors

were different from each other.
J.

Table Iv is the Summary Table of Simple Main Effects for Interaction

of Method and Interest. Significant at the .01 level are the F values

A
for Method with Science Interest, Method with Language Arts.Interest,

Interest with Applied Method, and Interest with Abstract Method. The F

value for Method with Social Studies Iriterest, however, was found to be

not significant.

Figure 2 shows Means for Methods of Groups by Interest. The Applied

Method was better for the two Interest levels of Science and Language Arts

than the Abstract Method. The Social Studies Interest was not significantly
'00

r
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b
different under the two methods.-

The three categories of Interests were further examined by the Tukey

Test of Honestly Significant Difference, since a test of simple main

12

effects does not give a three way comparison.

Conclusions ..- -,--,
4

In tens of the findings of this investigation as it related to the
-

teaching of the process of measuring to preservice teachers in elementary

science methods classes, the following general conclusions Were reached:

1. Students enrolled in science education methods classes,for elemen- .

tary teachers gaie more competence in the process of measuring from an

applied mode of instruction than from an abstract mode of instruction.

2. The classification level of the students causes no significant

4
difference in the. learning outcomes as they are related to the process of'

measuring.

3. In considering t

:science and mathematics o

competency in measuring

social studies.

L

he area df interest, students interested in

rin language, arts gain -significantly More

y t he applied method than those interested in
,

4.,, Applied and astract Rhodes of instruction rank the same with

J,student interested in the social studies.
. 1

.
,

1

5. Science oriented students make more significant competency gains

by both methods than the language arts students or the social studies
.

Students.

18



. Recommendations

As the present investigation reached completion, the writer recog-

nized the diffiduItY of,generalizing from the findings of one study in

one university. However; 'ill the context.of the limited scope of this

study, the following recommendations were considered appropriate:

1. To establish greater reliability for the findings of the present

study, more studies with other variables may be replicated in other

universities.

2. Research needs to be conducted on each phase of the process of

measuring to particularize the elements that adapt themselves to one mode

of instruction.

3. Similar studies in the other basic processes of science would

.identify elements in those processes for which certain modes of instruc-

tion would be more effective.

4. Research should be conducted to determine which mode of instruc-

tion is more applicable to all of the basic processes of science and

which mode is more applicable to the integrated processes of science.

5. Investigations should be made to compare the teaching effective-

nesgof those students who received Txeservice training with emphasis on
,

4--

processes of science and those who were in content oriented science

education methods classes.

14
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TABLE I

COMPARISON OF TOTAL NUMBER OF SEMESTER HOURS OF BASIC

SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS COMPLETED BY THE PARTICIPANTS

Subject Abstract Group Applied Group Total

Science

Astronomy

Bacteriology

Biology

0

4

221, Ce

--. ..

4

0

222

,

=,.

4

.-

4

443

,

Botany 23 '' 16 39

Chemistry 30- 23 53
4,

Geology 21 616 37

Physical Science 114 , 166, 280 -

Physics p 14 17
.,- "

Zoology 13 4 17

%

Mathematics 257 234 491

Total 686 699

Grand Total 1385

17



TABLE II

,THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE- SOURCE TABLE FOR DIFFERENCE SCORES

Source ..- SS df MS

A'(Method) 329.13 1 329.13 i.14/"' = 60.73 4:A1

B (Classification) 5.80 1 5.80 1.07 n.s.

C (Interest) 468.23 2 234.12 = 43.20 4.01

AB 60.28
--.,

1 60.28 11.12 4.01

AC . 112:28 2 56.14 10.36 4.01'

a.,

BC k 3.39 2 1.70 .31 n.s.

ABC 1.24 2 .62
,

.71
J

n.s.

W. cell 487.68 90 5.42

Total n.a. 101 ,

tp,
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TABLE III

SUMMARY TABLE OF SIMPLE MAIN EFFECTS FOR INTERACTION OF METHOD AND CLASSIFICATION

Source SS df 1MS p

A at bl (Method with Juniors) 408.98 . 1 468.98 75.46 4.01'

A at b
2
(Method with Seniors) 56.08 1 56.08 10.35 4.01

B at al (Classification with
Applied Method 23.74 1 23.74 4.38 4.05

B at a2 (Classification with
Abstract Method) 66.17 1 66.17 12.21 4.01

W. cell 487.68 90 5.42

19



TABLE IV

SUMMARY TABLE OF SIMPLE MAIN EFFECTS FOR INTERACTION OF METHOD. AND INTEREST
-

Source SS df MS p

A cl (Method with Science, 170.67 1 170.67 31.49 <.01
Interest) :.

(

.

A at c2 (Method with Language 289.20 1 289.20 53.36 AC.01

Arts Interest)
4 44'

..0

,

A at c3 (Method with Social 2.63 1 2%63 .49 n.s.

Studies Interest)

C at al (Interest with Applied 385.39 2 '' 192.70, . 35.55 4.01
Method)

C at a2 (Interest with Abstract 200.25 2 100.13 18.47 4..01

Method)

W.cell .487.68 90' 5.42

20
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